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Enabling Sandbox Mode 
in Windows Defender

• For now, Windows Defender running on 
Windows 10, version 1703 (also known as 
the Creators Update) or later, support the 
sandbox feature, which is not enabled by 
default, but you can turn the feature on by 
running following command on your system:

• Open Start and Search for "CMD" or 
"Command Prompt“

• Right Click on it and select "Run as 
administrator.

• “Type: "setx /M 
MP_FORCE_USE_SANDBOX 1" and then 
press ENTER

• Then restart your computer, that’s it



Windows October 2018 Update (Version 
1809) Timeline

• October 2, 2018: Windows 10 Version 1809 released to the general 

masses.

• October 6, 2018: Microsoft paused the rollout of 10 October 2018 Update 

for all users as they investigate isolated reports of users missing some files 

after updating. 

• Update October 8, 2018: This guide has been received to include new 

changes, and to remove those features and improvements that won’t make 

it to the final version, such as Sets, rename group of tabs you set aside in 

Microsoft Edge, Block suspicious behavior in Windows Security, and others.



Windows October 2018 Update (Version 
1809) Timeline
• Update October 9, 2018: Microsoft confirms that the missing files after the 
upgrade problem has been fixed, but it’ll be testing the patch with 
participants of Windows Insider Program before re-releasing the October 
2018 Update to the public. If you already updated to version 1809, the latest 
cumulative update also contains the fixes.

• Update October 16, 2018: Microsoft is now making 
available update KB4464455 with various fixes bumping the version number 
to build 17763.104. Although the company is fixing a number of issues, 
including problems with Task Manager, driver compatibility, and conflicts 
with third-party antivirus solution, it’s unclear when the October 2018 
Update will re-release again.



Windows October 2018 Update (Version 
1809) Timeline

• Update October 30, 2018: Windows 10 build 17763.107 releases to fix

known problem with File Explorer extracting content from a .zip folder, but it 

seems that feature update is still not ready for the masses.
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